MARINE AUDIO

For over 35 years Rockford Fosgate® has made lifestyle products that deliver the
ultimate audio experience in cars, boats, and recreational vehicles. Rockford
continues to be a leader in the audio industry by designing and engineering
products to connect enthusiasts to their music and machine. Creating components
that deliver high performance sound for the most demanding connoisseur is
what drives Rockford to continually elevate the listening experience.
Truly a line designed by fanatics for fanatics, our marine family of products
is developed by the same people that use them in their everyday lives. Living
the lifestyle and being able to interface with our customers gives our design
and engineering groups a unique perspective to be able to deliver top quality
products that perform to the Rockford Standard.

WHETHER YOUR PURPOSE IS TO HAVE THE
B E S T O F T H E B E S T O R T O S I M P LY U P G R A D E
Y O U R S T O C K S E T U P, R O C K F O R D F O S G A T E
PURPOSE BUILDS AUDIO FOR YOU. THE
POWER, PUNCH, AND PRIME SERIES ARE
LOA D E D W I T H F E AT U R E S TO H E L P YO U
AC H I E V E T H E AU D I O E X P E R I E N C E T H AT
BEST SUITS YOU.

P O W E R
The Power family of products is built using the highest grade
of materials and components available. They are designed for
those customers who want not only the best products, but the
best sound possible from their audio systems. If you are a selfproclaimed Superuser of audio, then the Power family is for you.

S E R I E S
P U N C H
The name that started it all, our PUNCH family of products
represents the heart and soul that is Rockford Fosgate. Perfect
for the person looking to build an amazing sound system without
needing to break the bank to get it, the Punch line delivers that
signature Rockford sound every day.

S E R I E S
P R I M E
Whether you're new to audio or on a limited budget, the Prime
family of products is a perfect choice for that first audio system.
Designed with much of the same technology as its bigger siblings,
the Prime line provides amazing sound quality and output at a no
frills kind of price tag.

S E R I E S

EXPLAINED

ELEMENT READY ®
Knowing your life isn’t restricted to just your vehicle, Rockford has
introduced a whole new line of "Element Ready" products. These
products are built from high grade materials, and put through
intense environmental testing. Whether cruising the asphalt on
your motorcycle, hitting the trails in your UTV or relaxing on a
sandbar enjoying the tunes from your boat, Rockford Fosgate’s
Element Ready™ products will ensure your music sounds as good
as it does in your everyday ride.

UV RESI STA NT

WATERPROOF

CO R R O S I O N
PROTECTI ON

O N L O C A T I O N :
3 3 . 8 8 8 7 ° N , 1 1 2 . 2 8 0 1 °
W

SOURCE UNITS
Developed from the ground up to not only be feature rich, but simple
to use, our line of Element Ready™ source units provides you a solution
no matter how large or small of a system you want to design. Using
direct input from our customer base and our real world experience, our
engineering team has created a lineup that delivers the features that you
want in a package that stands up to the abuse of the marine environment.
+ IP certified design for when moisture is a concern
+ Easy to navigate menu system
+ Easy to read displays, even in full sun
+ Feature rich designs to fit your lifestyle needs
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PMX-8DH + PMX-8BB

For a big boat, you need a source unit big
on features. Once paired with the PMX8BB, you now have total control over
your listening experience. Multi-Zone
controls allow passengers to hear what
they want, when they want. Whether its
album artwork or video input, you can
see everything in full sunlight with it’s
ultra-bright, 5” display.

PMX-3

The perfect choice for small to medium
boats, the PMX-3 packs all the features
of larger units into a small footprint.
Satellite radio capabilities and back up
camera input are a few of the features
that makes this source unit one of a kind.
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TM1000X5AD

The all-in-one, Element Ready™ Power
TM1000X5ad amplifier packs loads
of power into its compact 5-channel
design. Not only does this amp have
plenty of output, it features Rockford’s
C.L.E.A.N. technology, simplifying the
setup and making sure you get all the
output without the distortion.

M600-5

The Prime M600-5, Element Ready™
amplifier is all Rockford under the
hood. With 600 watts of power and
easy to use features, like the on-board
crossovers, that let’s you dial in the
sound just how you like. The amplifier
has integrated UV protective elements,
making sure that it will stand the test
of time.

AMPLIFIERS
Packed with power, our amplifiers are specifically engineered
to perform out in the elements. From large mono-block models
to compact multi-channel options, all of our Element Ready™
amplifiers are equipped with features that put you in control of
your audio experience.
+ CLEAN technology for a fast and accurate set-up*
+ Efficient design for minimal electrical impact
+ Compact size for maximum space savings
+ Dual Fan cooling design eliminates dangerous heat buildup*
+ Models ranging from 300 to 1200 watts
*On select models

SPEAKERS
Open air marine environments are harsh and can be devastating
to an audio speaker. That’s why Rockford Fosgate designs
marine speakers with materials and build techniques that
withstand salt, sea spray, fog and UV. They deliver high quality
sound for you to enjoy every time you hit the water.
+ Components and coaxial options
+ Multiple colors and grille types to choose from
+ High efficiency, high output design
+ Marine grade materials
+ Multiple sizes from 6.5" to 8"
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PM282HW

Performance sound plus marine rated
durability, the Punch PM282HW hornloaded wake cans will create that
concert like experience on the water.
You can aslo point your music in any
direction with its swivel design. To make
sure these speakers stand up to the
elements they are constructed with a UV
inhibitor, ensuring they will always look
as good as the day you bought them.
*Available in white or black gloss finish

RM0652B

The RM065B 2-way Prime speakers are
a perfect addition to any boat . Whether
you are wakeboarding or cruising at full
speed across the lake, they deliver great
sound, no matter where you are at on
the water.
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PM210S4

No matter if your system is big or
small, the PM210S4 Punch subwoofers
deliver the performance you demand.
With versatility in its DNA, these
subs can be installed in ported,
sealed or infinite baffle applications.
Constructed of marine grade materials
ensures these subs continue to bring
the bass while getting wet.

RM112D2

When you need a ultra-efficient sub
that delivers big system sound, without
the big system power, the RM11D2
Prime subwoofers are for you. The
sub’s marine grade materials stand
up to whatever you throw at them,
including water.

SUBWOOFERS
Rockford engineers its woofers to produce high output bass
without crumbling when exposed to the elements. With a variety
of sizes and styles available, you can easily build a system to
compliment any size of boat.
+ Designed for high output capability
+ Multiple colors and grilles types to choose from
+ Torture tested to ensure long life and performance
+ Engineered for exposure to elements
+ Multiple sizes from 8" to 12"

ACCESSORIES
Everything you need to hook it up right. From cables, antennas
and Bluetooth® streaming accessories, we have all the parts you
need to take your tunes with you when you are on the water.
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PMX-BTUR

Play, pause, adjust volume and change
tracks all from your steering wheel. The
PMX-BTUR mounts to virtually on any
steering wheel and quickly pairs with
any Bluetooth™ enabled smartphone.

PMX-ANT

If you plan on taking your adventure
off the beaten path, this antenna will
keep the radio playing. The powered
amplified signal increases your radio’s
signal capabilities.

Rockford Fosgate strives to deliver the best audio experience no
matter what you drive. Visit: www.rockfordfosgate.com to learn
about all the audio systems we provide.
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